For the engineering scientist there is a real challenge in the attempt to analyse the common factor behind the immense number of applications of automatic control systems. In the first place there is the wide spectrum of man-made control systems in engineering, ranging from the simplest forms of on-off control to complicated computer control in process industries. Besides this there are also the control mechanisms in society (e.g. the enforcement of the law), and the abundant number of control loops in biology.
For such a wide variety of "systems" only a rather loose notion can be expected ho indicate the common factor behind the applications of control. Such a notion may be ~~~~~E!~i~!~~.
Since the celebrated application of Watt's regulator it has become apparent in innumerable cases that the introduction of some feedback mechanism can be used as an effective expediEnt for combatting uncertainties. These uncertainties may be the result of unpredictable influences (disturbances) of the environment on a system, or they may originate in~I~~-the-system being considered (e.g. wear, aging, catalyst poisoning, etc.)
Simple feedback can diminish the influence of uncertainty, or at least shift the adverse effect of uncertainty from an important system quantity to an unimportant quantity.
Of course there are limitations to the application of this remedy. Such limitations are found in those cases where very large parameter variations occur; such a situation may lead to the use of ~~!~!iy~ control principles. . Another limitation may be found in the requ~re ments for optimizing some economic criterion, leading to ~E!!~! or !~!£:2E!i~i~!~g systems. In some of these cases there is a definite need for accurate knowledge on the system, both with respect to parameters and state variables.
In ordinary control applications the knowledge required on the process behaviour is limited to the data needed for stability considerations. For systems with large parameter variations (leading to adaptive control) and systems with strict "economic" criteria (leading to optimal or self-optimizing control) the need for process identification, -modelling and -parameter estimation is apparent. In most engineering situations the black box approach is not a very realistic one. The experimenter. in many cases, has derived some a priori knowledge from physical insight into the process under consideration. This may give information on the topology of a conceptual model for that process. and perhaps even an approximate knowledge on the values of the coefficients (parameters) in that model. On account of the wide variety of different "processes" for which models have to be build (the range includes high performance aircrafts as well as chemical production plants) model building is quite strongly 2£i~S!:2Ei~~!~~. For this reason this survey paper is mainly devoted to a part of the identification procedure that permits the presentation of a more or less coherent picture, viz. process parameter and -state estimation.
Among the basic considerations on processparameter estimation are the problems of time and cost. Generally speaking the time interval needed for the estimation has to be as short as possible in view of the need for timely information on the (slowly changing) parameters. On the other hand the minimal time interval is bounded by the statistical effects (inherent variance of the measurements. influence of additive noise). In a sense the time interval' needed for the estimation can be related to the instrumentation costs; cf. fig. I .
fig. I
Assume that only one parameter b has to be determined. One could then use n models. each with a different parameter value S.
If the output of the process is compared with that of each of the models (the difference or error being weighted according to some criterion) the value of b is known after one "measuring time-interval" T; b ::: S. if E.< E. for each j '" i.
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Under stationary conditions the same knowledge can be obtained using one model and setting in the j th measuring time-interval S = B .
• Apparently in this case the desired infJrmation is obtained only after an interval of length nT; the instrumentation costs. however. are much less than in the previous case. For this reason one has to be careful in comparing different parameter-estimating schemes.
For the purpose of this paper the parameter estimation problem can be represented by the block diagram fig. 2 where P is the process with parameters band M is a (conceptual) model with parameters !; r--~l;------l 
Consequently one finds:
with U Now one can define the problem as the task of finding the "best" estimate S of the process parameters b. based on observation of z. In statistical-literature a number of different estimation procedures have been developed. These methods differ predominantly in the criteria used for defining optimality and in the use of available a priori knowledge. It is unfortunate that the choice between these criteria has aspects that are more or less subjective and that the mathematical approach is strongly dependent on these criteria.
Our interest may lie primarily in: -the minimization of some function of S -b. the difference between the process-parameter vector b and its estimate B. As b is inaccessible for direct measurements-we can only minimize the expectation of this difference if sufficient a priori knowledge is available (cf. section 2).
-the minimization of some function or functional of e = z -w = z -U B, the "error" between the output of the process-and the output of a (conceptual) model. If this "model" can represent the process behaviour completely, i.e. if
Z=Ub then e = ~(~ -~) + ~ Consequently e can provide some measure on the correspondence of the parameter vectors. This error may be used because e can be made measurable (cf. section 4) and because in some cases the correspondence of input-output relations is more important than parameter correspondence. particularly if the model is simpler (e.g. of lower order) than the process.
-the minimization of some functional containing the measurable process output(s) and the (unknown) estimates of process-state vector and the process-parameter vector. This leads to a combined process state and -parameter estimation.
(cf. section 5)
In section 2 the m1.n1.mum risk estimate is discussed as a rather general theory of parameter estimation. From this theory other estimation techniques are interpreted as special cases. The instrumentation resulting from this estimation theory may be divided into two classes:
'lI) , denotes the transpose of a (column) vector.
explicit and implicit methods. The first class of methods uses a mathematical expression that explicitly provides the numerical values of the parameter estimates in terms of known a priori knowledge and measured variables. This is discussed in section 3: the use of explicit mathematical relations. The second class of methods uses some kind of "model" of the process; estimates for the parameters are determined by successive adjustments of this model (either continuously or intermittently). These adjustments are made using some quality criterion with respect to process and model correspondence. This is outlined in section 4: the use of model-adjustment techniques.
2. Elements of statistical estimation theory.
The parameter estimation cases to be considered can all be illustrated by fig. 2 . We want to derive an estimate, i.e. a fundamental relationship: a) the probability density function of the noise n. From this function the probability density of the measurements z follows; this function,being dependent on the process parameters l. is denoted as p(~ll). b) the probability density functl.ons of the parameter values b. This function is written as q(b). -c) the cost of choosing the value ~ for the estimate if the true value of the process parameters is l. This E2~! or !2~~_£~~E!i£~ C(~.b) has a minimum for S = b.
After considering the use of-alI-this information we will indicate the effect of dropping the assumptions c). b) and a) successively, 3 priori knowledge: The conditional risk of ch~~sIng-i(~)-If-the true process parameter value is b can be written as the expectation of the cost function with respe~t p(~ll)
where the following notation is used:
is the expectation with respect to z J indicates an k+1 fold integral k+1
The ~y~!~~~_!i~!_for this estimating situatio~ is the expectation with respect to the probabl.-lity of the values of the process parameter l
The estimate that minimizes this expression is called the ~i~i~~_!i~!-. ~i~i~~_£2~!-or ~~l~~_~~!i~!~· On account of the well-known relationships: (4) the average risk can be written as:
As p(z» 0 the average risk R(!) can be minimized by making the second integral as small as possible for each z:
8 A necessary condition for such a minimum is simply: (6) is satisfied if .6. is chosen in the neighbourhood of that l where the conditional probability P<l~) is max. Now we will drop the assumption c) i.e. the knowledge about an adequate cost or loss function C(S,b). In that case itTs reasonable to choose 8 at that value of b for which p(ll~) is-a maximum. a priori knowledge:
As according to eq. (4):
both assumptions a) and b) are still being used.
Next we will consider the consequences of dropping both assumptions b) and c); the a priori probability q(b) of the process parameters b is also unknown.
This ignorance can be expressed by assuming a uniform distribution q(b)=A over the interval under consideration. In-that case for any.=:
As b is no longer a random variable but an unknown constant parameter the following necessary conditions for finding the maximum can be given:
or as the logarithmic function is monotonic (8b) Picking that root of this set of equations which yields the largest value for p(z;b) we have obtained the celebrated maximum likelihood esti- -Hn'N n)
Then we can write for the logarithm of the probability density function of n = z -U 6
In p(.=-~ ~}=-Hln (Zrr)k+l II!I}+
Maximizing this function leads to: (10) or
If UIN-IU has an inverse a priori knowledge: the'7;. ~q.-(II) can be written: ( IZ) This is the expression for the ~!E~£y_~~~i~~~, It has the following properties: estimates. This variance follows from:
If knowledge on the covariance matrix of the noise is also lacking itlis best to choose a priori knowledge: N-I, the identity matrix: assuming that nil the noise is white.
This is the expression for the
The Markov and least squares estimate have been "derived" from the maximum likelihood estimate under the assumption of gaussian noise. This has only been done to indicate the type of relationship that exists between the different estimates. These estimates, however, can be derived irrespective of the type of probability distribution of the noise by minimizing respectively the conceptual errors, cf. eq. (10):
and E = e' Ie'" e' e 3. The use of explicit mathematical relations.
In the previous section two explicit expressions 13 = B(z) were given in eq. (12) and (13). In this-section we will discuss some aspects of the instrumentation of these expressions.
We will start with the simplest case • .!:~~_1~~~.!: !!9~~E~!!_~!!.!:!~!i2~. following from 5 conditional Harkov least maximum estimation squares likelihood estimation estimation 
The instrumentation of this equation leads to correlation techniques. As an example let us assume that only one parameter 8. has to be determined. Equation (13).then red~ces to:
The numerator and the Jenominator can be recognized as the timeaveraged products that approximate the respective cross and auto correlations for k7 ~ ; cf. fig. 3 .
In the majority of cases u. is chosen as a delayed version of the inpdt signal~. In that case the parameter 13. is an approximation of one point of the processJimpulse response.
For a number of parameters this expression can be written as:
A number of remarks are in order here:
-The matrix H is symmetric around its main diagonal as u~u. = u.u t -If u.u. = 67~; theJKronecker delta, M = I, the id~ntity ~trix. Such conditions of orthonormality can be fulfilled by a suitable choice of the input signal u and appropriate transfer functions G., cf. fig. 4 .
The combination u = white noise, G.= timedelay elements. is most frequently used. 1 'I'iie use of orthonormal filters for G. (e.g. Laguerre filters) is also quite po~ular. In the_yon-orthogonal case the matrix operation H can be considered as an approximation of the "deconvolution" that is necessary when using nonwhite noise and non-orthogonal filters.
-Instead of the operation on sampled signals one may use the corresponding operati6ns on nonsampled or "continuous" signals. 
The matrix 11 can be separated l.nto a lower triangular matrix D and its transpose:
Using this notation eq. (14) and (12) can be written as
The matrix D represents a "noise-whitening" filter; given n as an input sequence, the output of that filter-is white noise. Fig. 5 indicates how these filters may be introduced into the instrumentation of the correlation technique. As was mentioned before this provides the minimum variance estimate (of all linear unbiased estimates that can be found). In spite of this interesting property and the relative simplicity of the instrumentation it seems that it has found little application. 4. The use of model-adjustin& techniques.
In section 1 a (conceptu~l) model was introduced.
In the discussion on the use of explicit mathematical relations no use was made of a physical realisation of such a model. There may be an advantage in the actual application of a model. This can be instrumented using analog or digital means. Referring again to fig. 2 we find that the goal of parameter estimation is now formulated as:
adjusting the model parameters B in such a way that the actual error ~ is minimal in some predefined sense.
If the representation chosen is adequate for describing the process behaviour then 1. = J! .£. where VB determines the gradient of the error with respect to~. Starting with this knowledge one has to use such a control policy for ~ that 7 the error will be minimized. The adjustment can be continuous or intermittent.
-~~~!i~~~~~_~~i~~!~~~!_~~~~~~. This is the best least squares estimation, given the "a priori" model adjustment and the particular series of error samples. For consecutive model adjustments one finds:
Cov. B ~ can also be determined. In the-same way -the use of one model with measurements taken before and after making a step-change 68 -the use of one model with (periodically) varying parameters -the use of a (generalized) model providing the parameter sensitivity functions simultaneously for all parameters to be estimated.
Process state estimation.~)
For our purpose it suffices to recall that the state of a process is defined as a variable which, at any instant of time together with the subseq~ent ~nput to the process, completely determ1nes 1tS subsequent behaviour [IJ • In quite a number of applications this notion of state,plays an important part· this is particularly true for optimal contr~l problems.
As the state variables need not be measurable directly and as the quantities that are measurable will be subject to noise the process state can only be estimated [8] • This estimation problem is adequately solved for linear systems for which the dynamic properties are known completely (including the numerical values of the process parameters) [9] • The problem becomes more complicated if the parameter values of the process are not known b~forehand but have to be estimated together w1th the state variables. This type of problem can be formulated in the following way [IOJ • We assume that the process behaviour is described by The input ~ to the process can be observed as well as the output y, where Z may be a subset of~. The observations on Z are given by
Although b is considered to be constant during the observation interval it will be treated as a function of time by the equation
Expressions (21) and (23) In order to illustrate the ideas presented in the previous sections a few simple examples will be discussed.
The explicit mathematical relations discussed in section 3 result in the celebrated correlation techniques. If one wants to estimate a point h(T) of the impulse response of a "process" P, then the instrumentation shown in diagram 6 can be used. If one wants to estimate a number of such points, e.g. h(T1) •••• ,h(t ) the same measurement is done a number of times each time taking another value T= T .
• Apart ' from the change of T all measurements are made in an identical way. This is remarkable since, while performing the j-th measurement, the estimates of h(T1), ••• ,h(T._ 1 ) can be considered to be a priori knowledge on the process. In the following we would like to stress that if this a priori knowledge is not used measurement time is being wasted. After this statement the most important question is how the a priori knowledge from the (j-I)measurements can be incorporated into the j-th measurement. This can easily be done by imbedding the correlation technique in the model-adjustment procedure.
Before studying this in some detail we would like to recall that the correlation technique provides estimation of the unknown parameters in the sense of a mean squared error. cf. section 3. For continuous signals this can also easily be shown. Cf. fig, 6 and assume the process to be linear. z One wants to estimate a point h(T) of the impulse response of P. As a result of the linearity:
MUltiplying both sides with U(t-T) and taking the mathematical expectation we find: (8) The second case can be. instrumented using a model adjustment technique. A comparison of equations (25) and (26) indicates that the model-parameters in fig. 7 can be adjusted according to the result of the correlation measurement.
With respect to ~he instrumentation one can distinguish the following cases: a) estimation of the parameters one by one using correlation techniques. b) model adjustment of the parameters one by one 9 in a sequential way. e) model adjustment of all parameters simultaneously. The requirements as regards instrumentation increase in this order.
The system to be discussed first is represented in fig. 6 • The essential part is shown in fig.   8 , where p and q are ergodic (stationary) stochastic signals. The switch S is closed at t .. O, the initial condition reO) = 0.
fig. 8
It can be shown that
with
qp By comparing figures 8 and 6 one notices that these cases correspond if pet) # U(t-T)
pq uz and as the input and noise signals are assumed to be independent. This results in:
The (independent) additive noise does not contribute to the expected value. For the variance one can split R(v) into two parts:
The contribution due to RI is present even if there is no additive noise; this might be called the i!!:h~!£!!:.:L~!!Ei~!i~~!_~~£~E!~i~!x.
The contribution due to R2 is the ~~~!!~i~!! ~~~_!~_Eh~_~~~i!i~~_~~i~~· ad b) ~~E!~~!!2~_~!_!h~_E~!~~~E~!~_2~~_2!_2~~ !~_~_~~g~~~!i~!_~~!· Up to now only the determination of one parameter (viz. one point of the impulse response) has been discussed. A new element enters the discussion if a number of parameters have to be determined. After one quantity has been estimated this estimate can be considered as being ~_E!!2E!_~~2!!~~~~ for the next estimation cycle, etc. Intuitively it is clear that the use of a priori knowledge may result in a more efficient estimation procedure, A crucial question, however, is in what way such knowledge can be incorporated into the instrumentation. This can be done by using a model of the process that is well adapted to the parameter-description of the process. E,g. if the attention is focussed on the impUlse response then a timedelay circuit with taps and potentiometers is adequate.
U(t)
fig. 9 Fig . 9 gives an illustration of this situation. In order to obtain some insight into the effect of the model the relations (27) through (30) will be applied to an arbitrary simple example, viz. a process with impulse response: for nO for T< 0
We will consider the determination of one point of this function, viz. for T C 0,225 (fig. lOa) using a white noise input signal. If the switch S in fig. 9 is open there is no differe~ce with the correlation diagram of fig. 6 , In that case we find for the standard deviation Now we will assume that in fig. 9 the parameters BI through B6 have already been estimated. The determined values are used for adjusting those potentiometers, the other potentiometers are set equal to zero and switch S is closed. The adjusted part of the model, with the holdcircuit included, has the impulse response m(T) shown in fig. lOb . Consequently the error signal e is determined by the difference between h(,) and m(T) as shown in fig. 10c ; yet in this impulse response h(T) -m(,) the parameter to be estimated still has its original value. Now turning our attention to equation (30) we notice that in this case the index y has to be replaced by the index e, This implies that the corresponding terms are smaller than the original ones, which results in a smaller variance or a reduction of the correlation interval that is needed for obtaining the same variance.
For the example given we find the reduction of the correlation interval given by The choice of the model is now of crucial importance.
In the previous paragraphs the timedelay model for the (linear) process and the error were chosen respectively as (cf. fig. 13a ):
A more general case of a linear or nonlinear model and the corresponding error may be chosen as (cL fig. 13b ):
La. u. (t)
1 1 
If the differential or the difference equations of the process are known it may seem to be appropriate to instrument the model using the same equation.
In that case the error can be chosen as: This provides us with the instrumentation that is needed to find the gradIent:-ThI~-~an-be used, e.g. in instrumenting a stochasticapproximation algorithm.
The ~~~~~i~~<of the gradient measurement can be studied using the matrix equation: The matrix M is a diagonal matrix with elements <u.,u.> ~ 0-: From the definition it follows that < 1.>d~notes the expectation; in practice only one realization of the ensemble is available. ThIs implies that in the actual instrumentation the off-diagonal elements o~ M are not identically zero and some interaction between the adjustment of parameters will occur. Summarizing the properties of the timedelay model or the orthogonal model adjustment we find:
If a a~~~E~!i~~~_~2~~! is used the gradient instrumentation is given by eq. (36) and the behaviour is described by eq. (37). In general the expectations of the off-diagonal terms of M are not equal to zero and this leads to interaction. Summarizing some considerations we find: -the a priori knowledge is well used; one obtains a direct estimation of the coefficients of the differential equation.
-there is an interaction between parameter adjustments due to the off-diagonal terms of ~, that may have an expectation; O.
-additive noise causes an extra variance and bias. , If a ~£E~!~ai£e!1~_i~~~~i~e!_~2~~! is used z = y + n y alu + aOu -bZY -bly process
As w =w(a],a O ,S2'S ) the error e = z -w is not linearly related to the parameters to be determined. This implies that the determination of the gradient with respect to the unknown parameters does not lead to the simple expression given before; additional models are needed Further considerations lead to the following aspects: -the a priori knowledge is well used.
-as a result of the nonlinear relation between the parameter and error there is an interaction between parameter adjustments which is stronger than in the case of the generalized model. The instrumentation for determining the gradient (parameter influence coefficnets) is also more complicated.
-additive noise causes an extra variance but no bias.
Using these considerations as a basis we chose the generalized model for a further discussion on the simple example indicated above.
b 2 z + bIZ + z -alii -aOu = 0 (38) provided n(t)= O. The use of a generalized model gives:
S2z + Slz + z -alu -<lOU = e(t) (39) and by subtraction of these equations:
In engineering terms this type of model is quite impractical on account of the use that is made of differentiators (accentuation of noise; stability). There is, however, no objection to There is little need to stress the point that this paper is incomplete in many respects. The list of additional topics that ought to be discussed includes the following: -the types of description of process dynamics for linear, vary-linear and nonlinear cases -the description of signal properties; the construction of (test) signals with good estimation properties -convergence rates for different estimation procedures -stability properties for model-adjustment techniques -the approximation of a process by a model of a lower order or raduced complexity -the relation between financial aspects of the instrumentation and the optimum properties of the estimation schemes -the connection between the problems discussed and related theories and techniques in mathematics and engineering -the application of these theories to problems in process industry, power generation, aerospace vehicles, automation of measurement and decisions, biology and medicine and other fields outside the realm of engineering.
In fact this list of topics can also be used as an inventory of problems that still need to be tackled in order to convert the art of process parameter estimation into a science. On each of the topics cited our knowledge is partial and in many cases not too well adapted to the estimation problem. In other fields of engineering science there are theorems that indicate the ultimate limits of action and observation that can be reached (e.g. thermodynamics; communication/information theory; uncertainty principle). Limiting theorems of that kind are much needed in the realm of parameter and state estimation, answering such questions as: "what is the amount of knowledge that can be derived during this time interval for that particular situation ?" Little work has been done along this line, some work is under way, but probably much more effort is needed.
Beside the knowledge of the ultimate limits (the theoretical optimum) one also has to have an insight into the "economic" aspects of a particular situation as e.g. the hardware and software needed. A more comprehensive knowledge would even include the relation between the "economic" and the "theoretic optimality" of a E!!!!g~ of solutions for a particular estimation problem. As an we can think of the different estimation methods indicated in table I applied to the same problem. Starting from the simple least squares method one may ask whether the increasing complexity of other approaches is worthwhile in a certain situation.
These problems of a general nature obtain their importance in the engineering sense through the practical applications. Each application, however, has its own specific salient aspects that warrent many case studies over a wide spectrum: "diagnostic" measurements, control engineering, communication engineering, automatic (industrial) measurements, automatic decisions, automatic adjustments, to mention just a few.
